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T
The Importa
ance of Red
dundancy
N
No one disputes that protectin
ng data is increedibly importan
nt. That is whyy data protectioon schemes,
ssuch as RAID, have become ubiquitous.
u
Ho
owever, protectting data accesss is just as impportant as
pprotecting the data
d itself. Thiss is especially true
t
for small to
t medium sizee businesses (S
SMBs) and
rremote offices and branch offfices (ROBOs). If a business loses data acceess that could m
mean a retail
sstore is unable to process tran
nsactions, an acccounting comp
pany cannot is sue payroll, orr a small town
ddoctor can’t pu
ull up a patient’’s medical reco
ords. Losing daata access, evenn if the data is still safe, can
bbe catastrophic.

As important as protecting data
d access is, finding
f
a practiical way for SM
MBs and ROB
BOs to put in a system that
offers multiplee paths to storaage that is fast,, easy and afforrdable has beenn a challenge. While networkk based
solutions such
h as SANs and NAS have beeen very good att providing datta redundancy to large dataceenters and
corporate officces, they have proven too com
mplex, too exppensive and tooo limiting in peerformance to bbe effective in
ssmaller scale. A better solutio
on is needed. By
B understandin
ng what the maarket needs, EcchoStreams intrroduces the DS
SS series:
D
DSS212, DSS3
320, DSS212J and
a DSS316J to
t satisfy thesee needs.

D
Designed wiith Redunda
ancy in Min
nd
W
With redundanccy in mind righ
ht from the gett-go, DSS seriees are designedd for the redunddant nodes withhin to communnicate with
eeach other. In order
o
to apply LSI
L Syncro into the system, a special link iss required withhin the system. This link is avvailable to the
ccontroller to tallk to each otherr node’s expan
nder, which maakes this a veryy uniquely desiigned system, oor should we saay, one of a
kkind.

H
Hassle-Freee Maintenan
nce
E
Easiness of maintaining systeems for many SMBs
S
could bee as equally impportant as reduundancy.
W
When componeents fail, how easy
e
and fast caan system adm
ministrators acc ess the failed ccomponents
bbecomes a conccern. Keep in mind
m
that SMB
Bs are most likeely not going too have a team of system
aadministrators waiting
w
to resp
pond to failed systems.
s
In situ
uations like thiss, ease of mainntenance
bbecomes a #1 priority.
p
Each nnode can be maaintained toollessly. Simply push ddown the handlle to
pull it out.
All
A drive bays can be hot-swaap simply by
pulling
p
the driv
ves out
Tool-less fan cov
ver can be lifted
d open to
exppose only the redundant
r
fans to swap.
Install SSD
D to 2.5” tool-leess tray in 5 seeconds
by simply rraising the leveer and slide thee SSD
in (DSS3200 only)
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Efficiency of DSS Series
The efficiency of the DSS series can be further broken down into three different categories: Space, Cost, and Ease of
Maintenance. These three categories are crucial factors when trying to determine if the servers are suitable for one’s environment,
no matter how big the company is. DSS series optimizes efficiency in all three categories while providing above par performances.

Space: Space to host servers is often scarce for many businesses. How much space would the servers need becomes an important
question when introducing new servers. Is a full-size rack or a half-height rack necessary? DSS Series eliminates all these
concerns and uncertainty by simply fitting everything into 1 box. Below illustrates the difference between standard configuration
vs DSS320.
8U
Application
Server #1
Application
Server #2

DSS320

RAID
Subsystem #1

3U

RAID
Subsystem #2
Configuration #2

Configuration #1

Cost: There are 2 types of cost that are associated with setting up new servers. One is the initial Capex (capital expenditure) cost,
and the other is the Opex (operating expenditure) cost. The initial set up cost is obvious and transparent to most. The Opex cost is
however the hidden cost and often underestimated by many users. Let’s look at the above illustration for example. Config #1
includes 4 systems; 2 application servers and 2 RAID Subsystems as a storage pool for the application servers. Each application
server consumes 550W and each RAID Subsystem consumes 420W, total of 1940W while each DSS320 consumes 1000W.
That’s a difference of 940W. If we put this in dollar value: 940W *24(hrs/day) *365(days) *$0.1019 (national commercial rate) =
$840. Furthermore, the extra cost to cool the extra wattages generated and maintain a more complex configuration is around
$400/month. That is a total of $5,640 extra cost per year.
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Ease of Maintenance: As system configurations becomes more complex, the complexity of setting up, maintaining, and
troubleshooting servers increase as well. Misconfiguring the servers could result in improper failover, unable to recognize RAID
subsystems, failure to backup data, etc. Therefore, simplicity is vital in building an IT infrastructure. With Configuration 1, IT
personnel would need to set up the application server to properly fail over to its backup while both application servers see the
shared storage pool. Whereas the DSS series is as simple as plug and go.
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B
Benefits of DSS212
D
M
Majority of the redundant serv
vers current av
vailable are nott meant to suppport single proccessor
eenvironments. Many SMBs are
a forced to pu
urchase an oveerkilled system
m that they havee no
nneed for. The extra amount off CPU/Memory
y is not necessaary as their envvironment does not
ccall for it. But due
d to the lack of selections, SMBs are left with no choicee. With DSS212,
S
SMBs no longeer have to worrry about such an
a issue. DSS212 comes in tw
wo flavors, E3 and E5 single processor verssion. Although
thhese systems are
a not meant to
o handle heavy
y calculating/prrocessing workkloads, it still ccarries enough power to run m
multiple virtuaal
m
machines simulltaneously for most of the SM
MBs. At the sam
me time, the 122 drives in fronnt allow users tto expand sharred data storagee
uup to 96TB; mo
ore than enoug
gh for most smaall business com
mpanies.

R
Real-World
d Case Scena
ario for DSS
S212:
D
Dental Franch
hise:
A high-potentiaal dental franch
hise wanted to renovate its cu
urrent IT infrasstructure for alll its franchiseees locations andd would like to
o
bbegin building a prototype top
pology at one of
o the locationss first to demonnstrate the valuue of the renovvation. A typicaal location
cconsists of a do
omain controlleer, file server, email
e
server, reedundant appliication servers,, VMs, 15 All--In-Ones (AIO)), 10 tablets, 10
0
laaptops, and 5 dental
d
chairs with
w scanning ab
bilities and AIO
Os attached to it. EchoStream
ms was able to assist this com
mpany in
bbuilding their in
nfrastructure by
b pre-loading all
a the servers and VMs into the DSS212, pproviding redunndancy and faiil-over
ccapabilities for all the servers.
W
Why Redunda
ancy?
T
The value of reedundancy coulld be exception
nally beneficial for even smalller businessess such as these individual denntal locations. If
I
thhe servers werre to go down, that would resu
ult in: staff meembers not ablee to see patientts’ medical records, dental sccanners not ablee
too upload/down
nload data to/frrom the server database, patieents not able too access their reecords/insurannce informationn, staffs not
aable to access data
d from homee, and so forth.. The location will
w therefore bbe inoperative for as long as the servers aree down. These
aare all costs thaat might not refflect right away
y, but can be counted as true cost that will sshow up in the long run.
DSS212
ontroller, File Serverr, Email Server, and
(Include: Domain Co
servers to host app
plications and VMs ffor all 40 clients.)

100 – Tablets
(Easinesss for patients to key-in
informationn and staffs to speak with
w
patients withh their records mobillely)

110 – Laptops
(R
Remote Access))

5 - Den
ntal chair + AIOs
(Each dental ch
hair equipped with sttate of the
art scanning eq
quipment with AIO atttached to
transfer all im
mages scanned to dattabase)

Cloud Backkup
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15 - AIOs
((Available to on-site staff members to key
y-in
aand access medical reecords, and all necessary
office works)

Benefits of DSS320
DSS320 offers 16x3.5” HDD 4x2.5” 7mm SSD. The 4 SSD bays add enormous amount of benefits to the overall performance of
the system by providing caching or tiering. Most of the products currently available in the market come with 16 drive bays only.
To increase performance, they will need to sacrifice 4 additional drive bays. With LSI Syncro or Enmotus, you can easily provide
caching or tiering capabilities with the available SSD bays. With careful consideration from the EchoStreams team, each 2.5” tray
is equipped with an interposer so that SATA SSD can be used and accessed by both nodes. This is to provide alternative to the
highly priced SAS SSD.

Available Solutions
There are many solutions that can be applied with DSS320 and the expansion JBOD, DSS316J. Below are some of the common
solutions that EchoStreams can help pre-configured for customers prior to shipment release.

-

Microsoft Server 2012 with LSI Syncro – SSD Caching

SSD Caching

As a Microsoft certified Cluster-in-a-Box (CiB) system, Echostreams can pre-install
Microsoft Sever 2012 along with LSI Syncro to provide redundancy between the
two nodes. LSI Syncro supports a feature call CacheCade, which is caching
managed by the controller. CacheCade transform the SSDs into high-performance
flash cache to accelerate the I/O performance of existing HDD arrays.

-

Tier 0

Enmotus Micro-Tiering

Tiered storage can be configured on DSS320 by running Enmotus on top of any Linux
distros. Enmotus provides a true tiering technology with the pool of flash drives and
HDDs within the DSS320. It dynamically moves frequently accessed data in real time
to high speed flash storage without user intervention. With our staff of experts,
Echostreams can tune how tiered storage behaves according to the environment the
systems will go into. DSS320 can offer you High Availability redundancy and tiered
storage, all in one box.

-

Tier 1

MPStor Orkestra

With MPStor Orkestra preloaded, users can host their own private/public cloud, support multiple virtual machines for VDI
environment, and provide tier storage all in one box (subject to license fees from MPStor). Users can further scale out its storage
by adding additional DSS316J JBOD. In addition to aforementioned features, Echostreams can configure DSS320 into a NAS
storage system by utilizing functions provided by Orkestra.

DSS320

DSS316J
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R
Real-World
d Case Scena
ario for DSS
S320:
S
Supermarket Corporation:
C
A supermarkett corporation will
w like to centtralize its IT innfrastructure foor its corporate office and 3
ssupermarkets. The new propo
osed systems will
w need to susstain the growtth that the corpporate foresees over the next sseveral years.
E
EchoStreams in
ntroduced DSS
S320 & DSS316J as a solution
n to meet theirr demands. DSS
S320 is pre-loaaded with host server, domain
n
ccontroller, file server,
s
email server, SQL serrver, print server, applicationn servers, and V
VMs for clientss. Moreover, it includes
44x1.6TB SSD and
a 16x6TB HDD.
H
With the amount of dataa that the corpoorate office hanndles, DSS3166J 16x6TB HDD JBOD was
aalso included. The
T provided solution
s
would be able to susttain the corporaate for anotherr 8 stores of exxpansion while performing at
oover expectatio
on great perform
mance with thee SSD tiered sttorage.

IInstead of havin
ng a rack of servers that greaatly increases itts cost of owneership and diffiiculty to maintaain, EchoStreaams provided a
ppre-configured and user-frien
ndly solution fo
or that customeer that can veryy well fit in a sttaff member’s cubicle. But m
most
im
mportantly, peerformance wass not sacrificed
d, but rather inccreased.

W
Why DSS320?
?
D
DSS320 is sugg
gested to custo
omer due to thee high amount of
o users that arre accessing a llarge pool of ddata. With DSS
S320, 6.4TB off
S
SSD data can be
b accessed at 2-3
2 times the sp
peed of regularr HDD.(Basedd on 1.6TB/SSD
D) The hot dataa will be continnuously
uupdated and rottated according
g to user habitss.
15 Clientss from 3 superm
markets

DSS320

80 Clients
3 Coppy Machines/Prrinters

Clloud Backup
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DSS316J

S
Simplicity iss Key:
W
With the DSS series,
s
everythiing can be preloaded and con
nfigured accordding to customeer’s demand. E
Everything from
m application
sservers, domain
n controller, fille server, SQL server, to emaail server can alll be loaded intto the DSS serries. If storage eexpansion is
rrequired, all DS
SS series proviide a similar JB
BOD model thaat can be expannded and as sim
mple as just pluug and go. Furtthermore, the
ccost of ownersh
hip to own redu
undant solution
ns is no longer unaffordable ffor SMBs. Witth DSS320 andd DSS212, reduundant
ssolutions should be available for all businesses that cannott allow to havee its servers dow
wn, its data inaaccessible to itts employees,
oor its customer transactions an
nd data lost.
SQL Serverr

Email Server

Application
n Server #1

RAID Suubsystem #1

Alll-in-One DSS Serries

RAID Suubsystem #2

Applicatio
on Server #2

Domain Controlleer

File Serveer

Sp
pecifications

DSSS212
UP: E3
3‐1200 v3
UP2: E5
5‐2400 v2

DSS212J

DSS320
UP: E5‐2600 v2
DP: E5‐2600 v2
DP3: E5‐2600 v3
Per node:
UP: 8 xDDR3 up to 25 6GB
DP: 116x DDR3 up to 5112GB
DP3: 16xDDR4 up to 5112GB
16x 3.55” and 4x 2.5” 7m
mm SSD
SAS 2 Dual Port HDD B
Bays
Opptional LSI Syncro CS
UP: 4xGbE
DP: 4xGbE
DPP3: 2xGbE, 2x10GbbE

UP: 4x DDR
R3 up to 32GB
UP2: 6xDD
D3 up to 96GB

12x 3.5” SAS2 Dual
D Port HDD Bays
Optional LSI
L Syncro CS

12x 3.5” SASS2 Dual Port HDD Bays

UP: 2xGbE
UP2: 4xGbE

Pe
er Expander:
1x SFFF8088 ‐ Uplink
1x SFFF8084 ‐ Downlink
1x SFFF8084 ‐ Fail‐Over

a
via PCIe
Other fabrics available

1x Mini Jack for RS232 Managem
ment

1+1 800W AC//DC or ‐48VDC/DC
RPSU
R

1+1 500W AC/DC or ‐48VDC//DC
RPSU

DSS316J

16 x 3.5” 6G Dual Porrt HDD Bays

Other ffabrics available vvia PCIe
1+1 12000W AC/DC or ‐48V
VDC/DC
RPSU

Per Expandeer:
1x SFF8088 ‐ Uplink
1x SFF8088 ‐ Dow
wnlink
1x SFF8088 ‐ Failover
1+11 500W AC/DC or ‐‐48VDC/DC
RPSU
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